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Clay Nash: [00:00:17] Well, good evening. It's 9 o'clock Eastern time. We're on our Tuesday

night call. Going to be a great time tonight. I appreciate all of you that join in So faithfully. I

appreciate hearing from you. We're going to be focused tonight on the House races in Michigan,

South Carolina and Wyoming. But I also want us to and I want to just encourage the hosts--We

need to pray over our governor races across. I've just felt a nudging this afternoon in my heart.

I've heard from a couple of people. But we need some great pro-life conservative governors to

be elected in in the state so that we can we can see them flip over. One person wrote me about

the state of Illinois. There is a strong conservative Christian Republican that's running. But we

need to pray over them. And as I said, it's going to be a great call once again. Thank you. Thank

you. Thank you, all of you, for being so faithful. the hosts for working their schedules to

contribute. I know every one of you are busy. You have a responsibilities. You have life. And we

we certainly understand that. But I appreciate you being on. And I also appreciate the

participants who are so, so faithful to come on this call. Add your power of agreement. make

your declaration there where you are, whether you're at home or with a group. We have several

that gather in groups that on this call, and make your decrees. So I just appreciate you. I value

you. I'm telling you, there's false altars falling and there are some major, major things that are

shifting. I'm encouraged. I will tell you, I do believe the spiritual warfare will become more

intense. I do have some Spiritual concerns about this inflation situation. I do not see our

leadership in the nation right now doing the proper things that it would take to combat the

inflation. But anyway, we're going to open up tonight with Regina. If you would, Regina, open us

in prayer and then make those declarations and decrees that are strong in your heart. Like I

said, we're going to focus on the House races of Michigan, South Carolina and Wyoming. And,

but I want to say to all the hosts tonight: follow the spirit. Follow the spirit. It's very important that

you do so. Go ahead, Regina.
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Regina Shank: [00:03:06] Lord, we thank you for this call tonight. You are an amazing God.

And we petition you tonight, Lord. We come before your throne, and we thank you, Lord, that

you are King of kings and Lord of lords. And Lord, we decree what Jesus said to His disciples

when He taught them to pray "as it is in heaven, so let it be in the Earth." And Lord, we thank

you, God, that your throne will never be shaken and Lord, we ask you to come. And we ask you

tonight to rule and reign in our nation. Lord, we are not discouraged because we see you

moving very forcefully right now. And, Lord, we have accessed your holy angels, your warring

angels, to come and to war in this nation for your purposes in the earth. And so we thank you for

it tonight. We thank you, Lord, going to lead our prayers and our declarations, Lord Jesus. And

we thank you, Father, that you are putting down one and you are exalting another. So we ask

you to do so tonight as we pray and decree, in Jesus name, amen. So, Lord, I thank you,

Tonight. I decree over Michigan that Michigan will have a shift. Michigan will come under your

authority, and you will have people in that state that will stand for you and for your purposes,

god. Father, we pray a great favor upon that election, God. That your choice would come and be

a leader in that state. We also pray that for South Carolina and for Wyoming, God. And Lord, we

thank you, God, that you have people that are recognizing the need to get out of the church

building and begin to bring kingdom into the earth. Lord, I thank you that you're shaking what

can be shaken so that which cannot be shaken will remain. Lord, As you shake Michigan and

you bring into Michigan, Lord, a shift, we say Michigan will no longer have a liberal mindset.

Michigan will no longer vote against your purposes, but they will begin to vote for that which you

have established, god. Lord, we also pray that for South Carolina and for Wyoming. Lord, that

you have people that have been chosen by you to stand in those elections and to begin to say

what you say and bring it into the Earth realm. Father, I thank you that you are causing your

church, that means us, and those of us praying and those of us listening to begin to realize that

we are not only to get saved and go to heaven, but Lord, we are to bring heaven here. And God,

we are to make a stand in the earth for what your purposes are. And so we continue to do that

and decree that in these elections. Lord, I agree also with Clay when he says we need Christian

governors, we need conservative voices, and Lord, we ask that you would be the governor to

govern our nation in every state of this nation. Lord, prepare us for what is coming. Prepare us,

Lord, to be strong, to be full of faith, and to be full of what you have given us to decree. And so

Lord, we do not decree the problem, but we decree the answer, and you are the answer, Lord.

We agree, as Clay said, that altars our falling. And that those things that have been established

that we're not of you are falling. And Lord, I thank you that we are rising up in the earth and we

are taking the communities you have called us to take. And Father, we just decree to those



altars that Jesus Christ is Lord. And Father, we ask you now that you would establish your altar

of intercession in Michigan. Lord, we pray for the intercessors there that they would rise up and

they would come together to pray your will into that state. We say the same thing for South

Carolina and for Wyoming. Lord, you have got watchmen on the wall in all of those states. And

Lord, we thank you those watchmen are watching over their territory. God, we thank you Father

they will not be asleep, but they are rising up, God, and you're gathering more to them, Lord.

And as they decree, we agree with their decrees for their territory; Michigan, Wyoming and

South Carolina. And we say, Arise, Oh Lord, in those states, and let your enemies be scattered,

not only scattered, but exposed and convicted. And so, Lord, we thank you, Father, that this

nation is yours and these elections are very, very important. And we decree that you are Lord

over them. There will be no fraud. There will be no mis counting. There will be no people who

are registered more than once. And we say, Father, that these will be elections that are pure and

true, in Jesus name. So thank you for this call tonight. We agree, Lord, that America is going to

be saved and that these elections will make a big shift in our nation, In Jesus name, Amen.

Clay Nash: [00:08:35] Amen. Thank you, Regina. I just heard from Jill Noble. She's out in

South Carolina. Excuse me, South Dakota.Gone kind of switch us here a little bit. They're

watching election results. A first nation, Joe Donnell, is running. I know him. Incredible man of

God. He's running for state Senate seat. But they're starting to get reports that lifelong

Republicans are showing up to vote and their names have been erased from the rolls. So,

Father, we bind up fraud and corruption there in South Dakota. We declare that this election will

not be stolen. It will not be robbed. Father I release the angel armies of God to go and expose

this corruption. I release the Holy Spirit and the Angel Armies of God to restore back to the roles

these names that have been falsely removed  through corruption. And Father, we just declare

Joe is a winner and we declare father, that he has run out of the purity of his heart and the word

of the Lord. And we just bind up this work against him and any other pro-life, conservative

person that is running. And we just thank you, Father, that in Yeshua's name you're doing

exceedingly abundantly above what we can think or ask. And Father let corruption there in this

primary in South Dakota be exposed tonight and let your candidates be pushed forward through

a righteous election. Do so in Yeshua's name. Amen. Amen. All right. I think-- I have to go back

to my thread. I think, Becca, you're up next. Am I right?

Becca Greenwood: [00:10:40] Yes, sir. Yes, sir, I am. And so it's great to be with you guys.

And Clay, I'm just going to even add to that. When you were praying for Joe and what was



happening there. Lord, I pray in agreement with every word that Clay just released. And right

now, Lord, we come into agreement that any and all of the corruption that is even being driven

by even witchcraft, any type of occult practices, ancient shaman occult practices-- we take

authority over that now, in Jesus name. And we say that that hold and that sway in the spirit

realm in South Dakota that would hold back righteousness. We take authority over that now, in

Jesus name. And Lord, we speak that there will be an unraveling of that thread of corruption in

South Dakota. Lord, we thank you that this will be a suddenly surprise and victory. Victorious.

Even those that are in corruption and occults will be surprised at the victory that comes. Lord,

we decree right now supernatural victory for Joe Donnell now in South Dakota. And that the

sound of the first nations will rise up from South Dakota across our nation during this time. Lord,

that it is time for the First Nations sound not only to be heard in their own land, but to be heard

from Washington, D.C.. And so, Lord, we call forth that righteous, victorious victory tonight that

Clay was just prophesying and decreeing. And Lord, we come into agreement with that. And I

say every occult structure and demonic group that is driving that corruption and every ceremony

and ritual that was empowered to drive that corruption, we break your demonic grip now and we

decree righteous victory for Joe Donnell. And Lord, I thank you, Lord, for Michigan. And while

Regina was praying, I just heard the Lord say that there in some of these districts, and I was

seeing this in a vision, that there is going to be a sudden surprise shift that we begin to see

unfold in Michigan. And right now, we speak right now, those sudden surprise shifts in the

House races, in the primaries and in the races this year. And that there will be a sudden toppling

that will begin to turn and that will begin to shift. And so, Lord, we call that in now in Jesus

name. And Clay, I'm just saying this totally by the prophetic, but I just even hear the Lord saying

that watch what begins to unfold in District eight in Michigan, because District eight is going to

become a suddenly swift surprise that will cause the turning of Michigan. Starting from June

going into November. So, Lord, we thank you. And we declare right now those suddenly

surprise shifts. Even in District eight, Michigan. Lord, that it will come to pass. And Lord, that it

will begin to be a domino effect that will cause Michigan to be a surprise outcome in the

primaries and in November of this year. And for South Carolina--Lord, we thank you for

righteousness that has come even from South Carolina, for those that have stood for

righteousness. And I hear that in the spirit, South Carolina is a forerunner. That there is a

forerunning that is happening in South Carolina with those that are rising up without

compromise. And so, Lord, we thank you for that forerunning anointing to have that tenacious

perseverance in the forerunning with South Carolina That is happening in the House races this

year. And Lord, even those that are releasing their voices in a clarion call of righteousness,



where there has been so much twisting with the media and the communication from media that

is, I'm even seeing in the spirit has caused some of the candidates, the righteous ones, the

conservative ones, to start shrinking back. We take authority over that now in the spirit, and we

bind all confusion and weariness that would come from the wearing down of those that you have

called to run for righteousness. And we call those forerunners of righteousness to rise up in the

fullness and stature of the calling of God that you have brought them into governmentally for

their state and for this nation. And I saw in Wyoming in the spirit, and I know that it is a

conservative state as well. But I literally saw, I heard the sound of like the Rough Riders riding

the horses in Wyoming, and that there is a pioneering that is coming out of Wyoming, that it

might seem small and it might seem insignificant to others. But the sound of the Rough Riders

and the pioneering anointing that is coming out of Wyoming is going to cause there to even be

even a shift across other states in this nation over The next six months. So, Lord right now I'm

even seeing Lord the Ekklesia in Wyoming and the intercessors that are on the wall in Wyoming

that are praying for their state and are praying for this nation. And I just, and I thank you, Lord,

for the righteous sound and the righteous voice that is coming out of Wyoming this year,  2022,

that will carry the sound of freedom, that will carry the sound of the rough riders, that will cause

the sound of victory to be heard from the Rough Riders and from the righteousness rising up in

Wyoming, and that there will be a key significant move from Wyoming, even into Montana, and

that even as Wyoming and Montana continue in that pioneering anointing, that that will begin to

even cross over into other states and across borders and boundaries in the other states. And

I'm even seeing the rivers and the waterways in Wyoming and Montana. And the Lord is saying,

to make this decree: Lord, we decree in agreement with all of the prayer assignments that have

happened in the waterways and the river systems in Wyoming and Montana, that as those rivers

flow and they go through the boundaries of other states, that the grip of corruption on the other

states will begin to crumble. And I'm just seeing this in the prophetic. The prophetic acts that

have been done, that there will cause an awakening to go from Wyoming and Montana across

this nation in Jesus name. Amen.

Clay Nash: [00:18:16] Amen. Thank you, Becca. We come in agreement. we declare Joe a

winner up there. We declare all those people that are registered voters that are being held back

there. Their vote will get in there and we will see God do some tremendous things there. So

thank you for that. Betty, in your heart?



Betty Love: [00:18:41] I just have a few things. But, I wanted to bring this out in the beginning,

Clay. This morning, as I begin to pray toward, especially Michigan, South Carolina and

Wyoming. But when I begin to look in the spirit and pray over Michigan, I heard the Lord say "a

hot bed." And that definition, "a situation that is ideal for rapid development, especially as

something bad as in a breeding ground nest or den." and I felt like not only in Michigan, but

where there has been voter fraud, election fraud, and we just saw that escalate. I heard the Lord

say to us, the Ekklesia: tonight is a night to go deeper and to reach into my sea bed and the

prophetic destiny that is in the state of Michigan. And taking hold of the three fold cord we are

stepping tonight. This is the 23rd week in this year of our 44 nights towards the election. And

this is the first night of the second set of the 22. In that dream, Clay, you saw us gaining ground,

more ground as we took to the steps. And these states, in the prophetic destiny decreed by

Dutch and Chuck as they visited these states on the 50 state tour. Michigan is the state with the

restored voice. South Carolina is the state that reversed the curse and Wyoming, the

deliverance state. And I believe it is Kairos moment that we are standing here tonight as we

take hold of the prophetic destiny of these states and these three words spoken. And so, Father,

tonight, as we take our stand in the nation's gate, as Your Ekklesia. Father, we thank you for the

seedbed that is the redemptive prophetic seedbed that is stored within the DNA of Michigan and

South Carolina and the state of Wyoming. And, Lord, we come into agreement with the

prophetic destiny of these states, Michigan, the state with a restored voice. South Carolina, the

state that reversed the curse. And Wyoming, the deliverance state. And Father, we thank you

that you raise up the voice of rightist reformers within this state. And Lord as we are standing in

this year that you are building your house for the future. Father, we come into agreement for

your building plan for the House of Representatives, for the United States of America. And,

Lord, we thank you that you rebuild your righteous plan for the future of these states. And, Lord,

we thank you for raising up righteousness, men and women of integrity who will stand for

righteousness, who will stand for life and hold to the original intent that you have ordained for

this state as well as our nation. And Father, tonight, as you have clearly revealed, that there is a

hot bed, a hot bed in Michigan that has had the ability to accelerate in fraud and a violation of

election integrity. Father, as we're seeing reports come in even tonight, we come into agreement

with your word in Ecclesiastes 8:11. You said when the sentence for a crime is not quickly

carried out, people's hearts are filled with schemes to do wrong. But tonight, Lord, we stand on

behalf of your kingdom plan. And Father, We decree and declare swift justice against anyone or

any structure that is setting up in the state of Michigan, South Carolina or Wyoming. We say

they will not stand. And Lord, tonight we pray let every scheme of the enemy to hijack this



upcoming election and any fraudulent behavior be exposed within each of these states. And,

Father, we see that you are sifting. Lord, even as I looked over South Carolina,  there are rhinos

there. There's the Trump camp. There are different camps that are rising, that are spurring

within one another, even among the party, the Republican Party. And Father, we are asking,

even as Gideon's Army, that you continue to sift these candidates. And Lord, that you would

raise up your men and women that are going to come into these places. And, Lord, we decree

and declare, let election integrity prevail within each one of these states. And Father, we decree

any unwarranted plan of destruction initiatedBy an antiChrist system, Corrupt structure, systems

and leadership within each of these states will be fully exposed and thwarted. Michigan, you

have been known to give away your keys and your authority. Therefore, as a result, you have

lost your voice time and time again. And we tonight decree, as the Ekkelsia, it is time that

righteousness get in your driver seat and drives you in a new direction. Father, we decree a

turnaround time in this season in the state of Michigan. And Lord, we thank you that it's time to

take back what's been lost. And it's time for you, Michigan, to regain your righteous birthright

and destiny. We decree and declare recovery time in Michigan. Lord, we thank you that you're

going to salt the waters of Michigan and where there's been death, devouring, destruction and

corruption, Lord, we decree: Get ready for a Holy Ghost interruption. We thank you, Father, that

you are moving throughout this state. And Lord, you are bringing restoration. And Lord, where

it's been said it's impossible, Lord God, we thank you that with you all things are possible. And

so, Lord, we thank you for restoration. And Lord, we thank you for restitution and recompense

coming within the borders of Michigan. Lord, that you are releasing healing into those waters

and where there's been barrenness and brokeness, Lord God, I thank you that you have raised

up a banner in the land, and Lord, we thank you that it's going to turn the tide on the enemy. We

thank you, Lord, for a righteous plumb line and a realigning in each one of these states. And

Lord, we say what is polluted, what is contaminated, the waters, especially in Michigan, Lord

God, we thank you for healing the waters in the name of Jesus. And we thank you, Lord, bring

liberty and freedom by the power of Your Spirit. Father, cause the people in each one of these

states to see, and hear and know. And Lord God, we thank you again that you raise up and you

strengthen a righteous remnant within each one of these states to stand for life, to stand for

truth and father, we decree and declare that your plan of judgment is released against any

enemy that is trying to thwart or overthrow anything that you set in motion. Because, Lord, your

plan will not be thwarted. So tonight, Father, we come into agreement with your perfect plan.

And Father, we thank you that you are rebuilding the House of Representatives of the United

States of America. And we set up say, let a red wave be released into the state of Michigan, into



the state of South Carolina and into the state of Wyoming. That is going to totally take down the

blue wall, in Jesus name, Amen.

Clay Nash: [00:27:51] Amen. Thank you, Betty. Strong. We come in agreement with... Pat,

what's in your heart?

Pat McManus: [00:27:58] Thank you for the opportunity. And I got to thinking, when Rebecca

was sharing about the 31 rivers that you've mentioned in the past and that God was going to

dismantle the lines of octopus' connecting from those 31 places and dismantle the 31 kings that

truly have like a headship over those areas, which would kind of connect in with. I know there's

36 governors that Timothy sent to us. So, Father, we thank you that you are dismantling the

lines of tentacles from these 36 places that will be restored to a true order of Godly order of

governance. And that father, these rivers that make connections will be dismantled according to

the purpose of your word. Their lines of communications will be nullified. And that, Father, there

will be the movement of heaven that would move according to the purpose and power of your

name. That Father, the Righteous Governors, that even in my state, Father, we will see a

righteous governing structure restored back to the state of Illinois. And that Father, we will see

the fulfillment of your word and the right order of that which needs to be aligned in our state.

And that, Father, we would see a true sense of righteousness would begin to permeate all the

way from the north, south, east and the west and dismantle these lines and false structures that

have been established within our land. And Father, I do pray for Michigan that you would unlock

the treasures that have been hidden for a while and that Father, restoration that is what your

word says upon the land. That there is an unlocking of that which has been hidden. And that

father the motto, another essence of the motto is "I will protect." So, Father, we say, let the

protecting hand of God be upon that state and unlock the riches of what needs to be revealed

and would cause the beauty of the state come into full alignment according to the purpose of

your word. And Father, pray for Wyoming. That Lord, even you are realigning the Father's heart

in the land. I ask Father for the expression of Your glory that would permeate from north, south,

east and west, and that father equality that truly been there from the very beginning would see

the fulfillment of your truth come to pass upon that land. and that clear understanding of the

values of your hand will be restored upon as you restore and realign the father's heart to the

very depths and the core of that state. And father, for South Carolina, I kept hearing the word

that some of the motto said prepare the mind and the resources. Father, you're activating the

mind of Christ in the hearts of those that are there and removing the ungodly altars that have

been established even from the very beginning, that represents even on their seal. I pray,



Father, that you would remove all the false structures and systems that have been permeating

within the state and cause a shifting and a realigning of what needs to be done in that place. So,

Father, we say this day, activate the mind of Christ and the heart of the believers and the heart

of those; the Ekklesia, to stand and would cause a greater expression of your glory to be seen

upon our land. So, Father, we thank you for the movement that's restoring righteous order from

north to south and from border to border, coast to coast. And we will see, as it has been already

stated, a red wave move across their land by the power of the blood of the lamb and restoring

the greatness of the King of God upon our nation. So, Father, we thank you for what you're

about to do as you're dismantling the connections, as you're restoring life in a governing

structure. And each state would begin to recognize and walk in the identity of what their

functional understanding is. And we will see the unlocking of treasures, the alignment of the

heart of the heart of the father and the mind of Christ revealed upon our land. And we thank

you, Father, for it, in Jesus name. Amen. And Amen.

Clay Nash: [00:32:10] Thank you, Pat. Strong. We come in agreement with it. Want to just tell

everybody on the call that Saturday night I was ministering with Dutch Sheets in Little Rock,

Arkansas, and a very strong word to the nation came. It had to do with the Liberty Bell and the

crack that's in the Liberty Bell. And it spoke about how the nation had been cracked but it's

being healed and is been retuned to its original intent and frequency. We're working to get

it--.We have the word transcribed. We're working to get up on the website so it'll be there under

"Liberty Bell" and you can listen to that. Also on Sunday night, we released the word and the

abortion video and we talked about a strategy of what to do once that Roe versus Wade is

reversed. And so you can go to my YouTube channel and watch it. There's a video about

abortion that I had developed. And let me just share this with you. We paid. We're licensed.we

have everything about this video. Everything about it is legit. We went through all the copyright

and yet YouTube are telling us that we are using material that belongs to someone else, but

they can't validate that to us. They want this abortion thing taken down. Not going to happen.

We're going to win. And, but we're battling with that to carry it forth. And it just, all of this is just

part of what... I'm telling you, the enemy knows he's lost and he's in a frenzy of trying to battle

back. The prophetic word said that Saturday night, with it. So, I encourage you. Stay on the wall,

stay battling. We're pulling down. I'm telling you these false altars are falling and we're seeing

victory after victory after victory. So stay focused at this time. Timothy, what do you have in your

heart?



Timothy Carscadden: [00:34:14] Thank you, Clay and everybody on. Just bless you tonight for

praying with us. And I'm in agreement with Clay on the YouTube thing. And we just got put in

YouTube jail as well. And they put a strike against us. But we appealed and we won and got our

strike removed and back online. So we're just going to agree with that. I feel like we should pray

for that right now. That Lord what Clay is trying to do and in ministry there and pro-life and this

YouTube censorship, we pray father, as you've done it for us. Do it for him as well. And Lord, we

say restore this video, restore the message of life that Clay and his team has put together to

bring hope to a generation, I just decree that father tonight, in your name, Amen. I just wanted to

do that first. But on the governor's elections, as I think Pat said it, there's 36 elections this year

on the governor's election. And my heart's really been pushing. There's two we're really

watching. Some of the greatest potential are being flipped. And that, and surprisingly, one is

Oregon and the other is Michigan. And so we want to agree for those two states to flip. And

they've been very liberal, obviously, during the COVID issue and President Trump's election,

they were very anti-Trump and anti-American, really. So we just, we want to pray right now for

those two states. Lord, I lift up Oregon, I lift up Michigan in the governor's election. I pray Father

for an awakening in both those places. I pray for a shift and a turn, Lord, tremors would come

out of Oregon, Father, Michigan would awaken to its place, Father for governorship. And let

there be a major shift, a major waking, Lord. Everything that's hidden let it be revealed. I pray for

every hindrance to be removed in the state of Michigan, for its governorship, in the name of

Jesus. And for the other three states, before tonight's call, I got some words for them and I just

want to decree them now what the Lord gave me. For Michigan, this is what I heard. I actually

saw this. I saw a sleeping giant awakening that the ecclesia is coming out of a place of slumber

and roaring to be a game changer in November. I saw the gifts of the Spirit will flow freely to the

intercessors as they decree heaven's wishes in that state. And the last thing he said was

historical strongholds are shaking as the Lord is shaking Michigan for a new era to arise. Lord,

we decree that. For South Carolina, the Lord said, the Lord says that the rural areas will lead

the way in November, as their voice will override dark voices that have felt they ruled this state.

Many will hide their voices, the Lord said, but will be heard nonetheless. When the tally is

compiled, a charge for change will lead, will be led by South Carolina for the whole southeast

region and there will be a game changer for other states. The Lord is removing an orphan spirit

of a South Carolina that has been grown by politicians for decades, and they their identity of

who they are will replace that orphan spirit. We make that declaration over South Carolina and

lastly, Wyoming. I saw a picture when I was praying for them. I saw an earthquake, a rise from

Wyoming as their voices will create a political earthquake in the Northwest. I heard this. Enough



is enough will be the message and integrity will arise as the greatest attribute to be heard.

Small, yet strong, gentle, yet bold, as all limitations will be broken off of Wyoming's future. While

we make those decrees right now in the name of Jesus over those three states in this coming

election, in Jesus name, McRae. Amen. Amen. I mean, thank you, Timothy. And just a reminder.

Remember, we need to be praying over the states, some of these blue, pro-death, liberal states

like Illinois. Several of them that we need to pray and believe for God to do the impossible. What

impossible with man is very possible with God. And we need to see some of them play up. It will

help in the turning of those stage, the light, the turning of the those states into kingdom mindset.

So be praying about that and take. Good to have you on with us tonight. What's in your heart?

Betty Love: [00:39:12] And I'm thinking about South Dakota, but for the United States all over

the United States, Lord, I ask you for an outcry, an outcry from every state at the end of these

primary elections. If they find anything wrong, Lord, I ask you for people to stand up and go to

the Statehouse and begin to speak the truth and make demands of their government for

righteousness, for peace, for votes that count according to the way the Lord tells them in

righteousness, not in crookedness in Lord. I ask you to turn your light on every era, Lord. I ask

you to sweep over this nation with your eyes and rip the veil off every election process in every

state, every county, every city, whether they're Republican or Democrat. And Lord, I ask you to

rip the veil of every lie of the enemy. And I speak to the enemy now in the name of Jesus. And I

say, Get your hand out of my portion in one state or every state. I say that enough is enough.

We are drawing a line in the sand and we say, We will not counsel with you. We will not accept

the result that you have created or the smokescreen you have blown up or the bribery you have

paid. We say that this is the end of that and every illegal vote that is taken. Lord, I ask you to call

the light to sun. And Lord, I say that because you have told us we can have what we say. We

say Enough is enough, and Lord, we say We what? The nation that you want to build. In the

name of Jesus.

Clay Nash: [00:41:44] Yes and Amen. And Father, I just declare into the state of Wyoming,

even as it led, even while it was still a territory before it became a state, it granted women the

right to vote. So, Father, we thank you It has the ability to be a game changer in this nation. So

Father we just declare over Wyoming, let those pro-life, kingdom, Bible-believing leaders there

that are running in the House elections there, let them win. Bring them to the forefront, release

the Angel Army. And as Anne ha said, we declare all of this fraud and all of the works by the

demonic, democratic, liberal, communist socialists people that are trying to-- they can't win, So



they just have to steal through fraud. let exposure come and let it come like a hammer. Father, I

declare that the rope You spoke You were going to give the pro-death group enough to hang

their self. I declare that rope is being put around their neck and I declare that they are coming to

the end of that rope and the end of it is going to bring destruction to those that do not repent.

We ask for mercy for those that have a heart to repent, but those that will not, let exposure

come. Let them come to the end of that rope. And Father, let them come to that place that you

have prepared for them to be cut off so that their demonic influence will no longer lie, cheat,

steal, rob, intimidate the people of this nation. let a righteous remnant rise up. Father, even the

weariness of the of the praying church. The weariness of the Ekklesia because of the intensity

of the battle. Let us be as Gideon's Army. Father, let us be, even as we are exhausted, let us

remain in pursuit of righteousness, in pursuit of kingdom truth, in pursuit of life and life more

abundant. Father, release that. Father, we thank you for the four winds of heaven that are

sweeping over this nation and is bringing the change that's needed. And Father, we thank you

for the prophetic word which compared this nation to the crack in the liberty bell. And we declare

this nation is being saved, is being healed and the sound of the Liberty Bell is being retuned and

the sound of this nation is being retuned to your original intent and design for this nation. Now,

Father, we bless those on this call with a new fervor. We bless them with a new diligence. We

bless them with passion. And father, We bless them with a new fight that's in their spirit of war

tenaciously before bringing their petition before your throne and making the declaration, Father,

that your word has promised, but also listening intently for your voice and decreeing what

heaven is saying. And let let it be here on Earth, in this nation, even as it is in heaven. We

declare these things to be so tonight in Yeshua's name. Amen and Amen. Is there any other

hosts on that I'm not aware of that you've got something or even some of the hosts that maybe

you've made a declaration, you have another stirring. I want to make room for you before we

close this call out. Okay. Been, another great call. As I said a while ago, the prophetic word from

last Saturday night there in Little Rock is going to be posted tonight up on the website. It will be

under Liberty Bell Re-tuned. You can look for that there. This call, the recording will be posted

very quickly. But not only that, we will transcribe tonight's call so that you can get a copy of that.

And please go to my YouTube channel and watch what Dwain Miller, Timothy Carscadden and

myself released Sunday night. And also, there's a video on there about a ministry up in Moline,

Illinois, connected to Pastor Scott Reese up there that has an alternative that will help with

adoptions. We've got to get more proactive. We've got to have a strategy because we're about

to see a lot of babies be born because of what God's doing in this nation. And we got to have a

strategy. One of the things I'll tell you, I think I might have mentioned it today on the call, but I



want to say it again. I think it was Timothy that brought it forth but if every church in this nation

would adopt one child out of foster home care right now, they would empty them out. Man, that's

just  easy science right there. If every church would just get behind and back one family to adopt

out of the foster home situation in our nation, we would empty out all the foster homes. I want to

say that's doable. That's doable. That's doable. That's doable. So you be the voice in your

congregation. You be the voice in your city. You be the voice in your region to get churches to go

after this and to help raise the money for that family to adopt that one child, we can turn this

nation. We can turn this nation. We can turn this nation and we will turn it. God bless you. Thank

you for being on. We will be here tomorrow at 222 and it will be another great call. Blessings,

everyone.


